### Early Translational Research Award (ETRA)

- **Sponsor**: CPRIT
- **Award Info**: The maximum duration for this award mechanism is 2 years. Applicants may request up to $2,000,000 in total costs over a period of 1 to 2 years.
- **Description**: The ETRA is intended to bridge the gap between promising new discoveries achieved in the research laboratory and the commercial development of a therapeutic product, medical device, or diagnostic assay through activities up to and including preclinical proof-of-concept data that demonstrate...

### Meadows Foundation Grants

- **Sponsor**: Meadows
- **Award Info**: Requests of any amount are considered. There are no application deadlines, and grant applications are accepted at any time. Each organization is limited to one application within a 12-month period.
- **Description**: The Foundation looks for one or more of the following conditions in an application:
  - Foundation support would be vital or catalytic to a proposed project’s success
  - The project is well planned and the agency has the capacity to execute the plan
  - Financial support from other sources...